**Ellison Press Alphabet & Numbers**

- Block 3" #0-9
- Block 3" (Lowercase) a-z
- Block 3" (Uppercase) A-Z
- Cartoon" #0-9
- Cartoon 4" A-Z
- Circus 2" #0-9
- Circus 2" (Lowercase) a-z
- Circus 2" (Uppercase) A-Z
- Italic 2" #0-9
- Italic 2" (Lowercase) a-z
- Italic 2" (Uppercase)
- Lollipop 3" #0-9
- Lollipop 3" (Lowercase) a-z
- Lollipop 3" (Uppercase) A-Z
- Lollipop 3" Ampersand "+"
- Vagabond 4" #0-9
- Vagabond 4" (Lowercase) a-z
- Vagabond 4" (Uppercase) A-Z

**Ellison Press Borders**

- Butterfly
- Children
- Circus tent
- City
- Crown, folded
- Fence
- Fraction strips 1
- Fraction strips 2
- Golden Gate Bridge
- Ivy
- Mountain
- Road
- RR track 2
- Stars
- Teddy
- Wave

**Ellison Press Large Cuts**

- Apple
- Bag 1
- Bag 3
- Box 2
- Box 7
- Caldron/pot of gold
- Camera / photo
- Card / window 1
- Card / window 3
- Clock face with hands
- Cornucopia
- Crayon
- Elephant, activity card
- Face - for 5 senses dye cuts
- Food Pyramid 2-steak, milk carton, carrot, bread loaf
- Fraction wheel
- Game board
- Globe 2
- Great (word)
- Hot air balloon
- Lacing gingerbread man
- Mailbox 1 3-D
- Mask, antlers
- Nutrition-protein(steak), fruit, dairy/juice bottle, bowl(rice or cereal)
- Puzzle 4
- Puzzle 6
- Puzzle piece 4a
- Puzzle piece 4b-c
- Puzzle piece 4d-e
- Spiral
- Stars, primitive
- Super (word)
- Thanks (word)
- USA (map)
- USA (word)

**Ellison Press Figures**

- African Kinara
- Airplane 1
- Algebra tiles x 1cm by 5.3cm
- Algebra tiles xy 5.3cm by 4.7cm
- Duck
- Eagle
- Egg /cracked
- Elephant
- Owl 2
- Padlock
- Panda
- Parallelograms 1’’
- Truck
- Tulip
- Turkey
- Turkey #2